Avail the lowest cost EMI on any purchase. Shop Now!
 We offer safe and secure shipping. 
Largest Collection of 22Kt Gold Lightweight Jewellery! 
Use OFFER5000 & get ₹5000 off on min purchase of ₹1Lac*
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Contact Us 

	Need more help ? 
	Connect with our team and they will help you out with anything that you need.
	





	ChatEmail : 



All 365 days between 9 AM to 6 PM
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Unlock One Day Delivery With Your Pin Code
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English - अंग्रेज़ीHindi - हिंदी



















 	New Arrivals
Taking inspiration from the global fashion trends, we create gold jewellery in sync with your wardrobe.
With fashionable, lightweight & affordable designs, there's now gold for every outfit.
ALL COLLECTIONS > 


	14 Karat
	RingsSHOP BY KARAT
	14 Karat Gold
	18 Karat Gold




SHOP BY TYPE
	Diamond
	Gemstone
	Yellow Gold
	Rose Gold
	White Gold




SHOP BY MOTIFS
	Geometric
	Floral
	Abstract
	Hearts



SHOP BY OCCASION
	Workwear
	Partywear
	Casualwear




SHOP BY STYLE
	Regular Rings
	Open Top Rings
	Wide Rings
	Bands
	Couple Bands
	Cocktail Rings
	Solitaire Rings
	Finger Sleeves
	Charm Rings
	Stack Rings
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Discover a wide array of rings for all your looks. From stack to open-top, style it up, your way.
VIEW ALL DESIGNS





	EarringsSHOP BY KARAT
	18 Karat Gold



SHOP BY MOTIFS
	Geometric
	Floral
	Star
	Butterfly
	Hearts



Second Ear-Piercing


SHOP BY OCCASION
	Workwear
	Partywear
	Casualwear




SHOP BY TYPE
	Diamond
	Gemstone
	Yellow Gold
	Rose Gold
	White Gold




SHOP BY STYLE
	Studs
	Drops
	J-Hoops
	Shoulder Dusters
	Huggies
	Front And Backs
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From statement hoops to mismatched shoulder dusters, show off your fashionable side with bold earring styles.
VIEW ALL DESIGNS





	Pendants
SHOP BY TYPE
	Diamond
	Gemstone
	Yellow Gold
	Rose Gold
	White Gold




SHOP BY MOTIFS
	Geometric
	Floral
	Abstract
	Hearts
	Bow
	Alphabet
	Feather
	Butterfly
	Hats




SHOP BY OCCASION
	Workwear
	Partywear
	Casualwear
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Give your neckline an upgrade with minimal additions! Stack it up or add some bling, these will be your go-to pieces.
VIEW ALL DESIGNS





	ChainsSHOP BY KARAT
	18 Karat Gold



SHOP BY TYPE
	Yellow Gold




SHOP BY WEIGHT
	Less than 2 Grams
	2 Grams to 4 Grams
	4 Grams to 6 Grams
	6 Grams to 8 Grams
	8 Grams to 10 Grams
	10 Grams And Above
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Here's something for your everyday fashion - Chains! Layer up your daily wear with minimal or statement designs.
VIEW ALL DESIGNS





		All Jewellery
	Chains
	Rings
	Earrings
	Bracelets
	Nosepins
	Necklaces
	Pendants
	Bangles
	Second Piercing
	Melorra for Men
	Fast Delivery
	Charms


	All Jewellery[image: ]
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ChainsSolo or stacked, chains for all your moods
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RingsBands or stack rings, there’s a style for all
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Earrings‘I own too many earrings’ – said no one ever
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BraceletsFlexible styles for a flexible wardrobe
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NosepinsGold, solitaires or gemstones, nose pins for all
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NecklacesFrom necklets to fashion chains, style it up!
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PendantsGlam up your neckline with pendants!
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BanglesBangles that are light on weight, high on style
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Second PiercingBring your A-game with ear stackables!
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Melorra for MenIntroducing Men's Jewellery
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Fast DeliveryChoose from 1500+ ready-to-ship designs
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CharmsUnveil the spellbinding allure of charms








	Men’s JewellerySHOP BY KARAT
	14 Karat Gold
	18 Karat Gold




SHOP BY PRICE
	Less than ₹10K
	₹10K to ₹20K
	₹20K to ₹30K
	₹30K to ₹50K
	Above ₹50K



SHOP BY TYPE
	Diamond
	Yellow Gold
	White Gold




SHOP BY WEIGHT
	Less than 2 Grams
	2 Grams to 4 Grams
	4 Grams to 6 Grams
	6 Grams to 8 Grams
	8 Grams to 10 Grams
	10 Grams And Above
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From Rings and Bracelets to Earrings and Chains, explore a wide range of new-age Gold and Diamond Jewellery designed exclusively for Men.
VIEW ALL DESIGNS
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14 karat
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men's jewellery
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Gifting Made Easy
Explore gifts in gold for your loved ones

[image: magzine image]For Wife
Show her you know her in these must-have styles EXPLORE





[image: magzine image]For Girlfriend
Up your gifting game with these designs EXPLORE





[image: magzine image]For Mother
Elegant jewellery designs your mother will adore EXPLORE
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Let gold strengthen your sibling bond. EXPLORE
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Designs for her everyday styling EXPLORE
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Jewellery that vibes with your tribe EXPLORE
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Minimal, Effortless & Easy-to-style jewellery designs your man will adore EXPLORE
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 VIEW ALL

ONE DAY SHIPPING
VIEW ALL
0 products are available for one-day DeliveryRingsBraceletsEarringsChainsPendantsSolitairsGold Coins



Discover our Collections
From the runways of Milan, Paris, & London, right into your jewellery box!
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net craze
	 

Collection
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playful party bows
	 

Collection
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baroque art
	 

Collection
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90s classic
	 

Collection



VIEW ALL COLLECTIONS

Discover our Collections
VIEW ALL
From the runways of Milan, Paris, & London, right into your jewellery box!
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 Melorra Jewellery - Designed to Match Your Lifestyle



How many times have you wished for your precious jewellery to be trendy enough, to find a place in your wardrobe and not your locker? To be as dynamic as your changing style and as modern as your stilettos! Jewellery that's affordable enough to experiment with and not just an investment to save for a rainy day.


At Melorra, we get you!


We design fine jewellery inspired by global runway trends that can be worn every day. Be it neons, polka dots, paisleys or ruffles; if it is trending internationally this season, you'll find it in our jewellery designs! #wearthenow





 How's Melorra Jewellery Different?
 


Trendy, not traditional - Our international fashion watchers enjoy front-row access to Paris, Milan, New York and London Fashion weeks and bring global trends back home. Our jewellery designers then interpret these trends in gold, diamond and gemstones. So, our designs reflect what's in your closet! You won't find a heavy choker inspired by heritage here but you'll definitely find a trend-inspired banglet to go with your LBD!


New designs every week, not after months - If your wardrobe changes so frequently, why shouldn't your fine jewellery? We launch 300 unique designs every month - close to 10 new designs every day, which would be hard to find in any jewellery store. Using new-age technology, we create numerous designs and launch them at a fast pace. Because we believe in creating original designs that are insta-worthy and not just for investment!


Matching sets, not single pieces - Pick any piece and get matching designs across categories i.e. if you like a particular bangle, you can also choose from a set of matching earrings, rings, pendants and necklaces on Melorra. We create every design in sets of 4 or 6 to complete your look. Whether you're looking for gold or diamond styles, you get simple pieces for daily wear here!





 What Can You Find on Melorra?
 


Light weight jewellery designs that are perfect for everyday wear! With a wide range of gold jewellery designs and diamond jewellery designs, we offer refreshing options that you won't find elsewhere.


Shopping is fun on Melorra because we give you a wide variety to choose from, across casualwear, partywear and workwear. Take a look at our offerings.


Necklaces for women - From necklets to long fashion chains and lariats, our necklace designs are perfect to play with and easy to stack up for a refreshing look.


Latest Bangle designs - Not your usual designs, our round bangles, oval bangles, cuffs and open top bangles are minimal, modern and definitely make for a great pair-up with your western wear.


Bracelets for women - Simple bracelets that don't come in the way, whether you are driving for a weekend brunch or making a presentation on your laptop. Choose your style from flexible bracelets, charm bracelets and banglets.


Pendant designs - How do you like your pendants? Simple? Swaying? Solid? Studded? In Shades of your fave colour? We've got them all!


Earrings for women - Hoop it or let them dangle - either way, you will make a trendy point with Melorra's fashionable earrings online. Pick multiple pairs for your work, party and casual day plans!


Rings for women - Think beyond bands! Open top rings, cocktail rings, charm rings, double finger rings, stack rings and finger sleeves - your options are endless when it comes to stylish rings on Melorra.


Chains - Simple chains for ladies that go with everything. You can add a trendy pendant or wear multiple chains of varying lengths to nail that layered look.


Nosepins - Minimal studs and simple nose rings in playful combinations of gold, diamond and gemstone to complement your modern wardrobe.


So, whether you're looking for something to go with your summer dress or your blazer and trousers, Melorra's light weight jewellery makes the cut!


Shopping is also easy on Melorra with our user-friendly interface. We provide various filter and sorting options. You can not only filter by diamond jewellery designs, gold jewellery designs or gemstone jewellery designs but also via motifs, collections, fashion seasons, price range, gold weight, colour, style and occasions.


What's more, jewellery shopping is completely safe on Melorra! Buying gold jewellery online with Melorra comes with the assurance of BIS Hallmark. Melorra's diamond jewelry comes with diamond certificates issued by SGL or IGI Laboratories, India's foremost diamond certification agencies. So, you always get the best and the original.


When you're looking to buy gold jewellery online or diamond jewellery online, think Melorra. You won't be disappointed, we promise.





 The Melorra Assurance
 


At Melorra, shopping is a delightful experience. Because we've designed our services to match your expectations. Here's how:


Easy 30-day Returns - Not sure if you made the right choice? Just return or replace your Melorra order within 30 days through a simple, hassle-free process.


Lifetime Exchange - Our wardrobe needs a refresh every now and then, doesn't it? At Melorra, you can upgrade your jewellery easily as we offer a best-in-industry Lifetime Exchange policy, with a 90% exchange value across all jewellery categories.


100% Certified Jewellery - Rest assured about the purity of gold with Melorra's BIS hallmark jewellery. Melorra's diamond jewellery comes with diamond certificates issued by SGL or IGI Laboratories, India's foremost diamond certification agencies.


Free & Insured Delivery - We pack your precious order in special, tamper-evident boxes and do not charge any extra shipping charges.


Cash on Delivery (COD) - Pay only after you receive your order! We offer multiple payment options including Cash on Delivery service all over India and also Card on Delivery in select locations. So, order Melorra's modern jewellery without hesitation!


Think trendy fine jewellery. Think Melorra.
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Download our app
Download on theApp Store
Download on theGoogle Play


Where is my order?
TRACK MY ORDER

Download our app
Download on theApp Store
Download on theGoogle Play



Where is my order?
Track My Order
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